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A Sparkler from the EP

As  the virus of violence  breaks open our hearts,

  as COVID-19   breaks apart 

our plans and  expectations,   

it’s worth remembering that many who have come

before us have experienced  similar situations.  These

challenges, although new to us are not new

to    humanity.    And they are certainly not new to

God.    God’s    Spirit abides with us, quietly and ever-

so-patiently    weaving courage and calm into the

chaos  of our days.  
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Now, more than ever is a time to remember that we  are a people  shaped and
steadied by resurrection.  The  Spirit's gift of breath, the Spirit's relentless
capacity to  blow  through us and around us changes everything.  Even in the
midst of sadness, silence, and shadows, we trust that loss eventually and
always leads to life.      We dust off our travelling  shoes and pack a fresh bag of
hope.  We move. We follow Jesus. And we do  not let him out of our sight --
nor out of our hearts.  
 
As we follow daily, may we be encouraged to do the following:
 

 · Release Judgement.  Be gentle with  yourself and  others.   Learn from those
whose emotions and experiences are different than yours.  Listen with  deep
kindness.   For some, this past week and ongoing  pandemic has led to
heightened awareness and anxiety, fear and frustration.  For others, this time
has presented the need for  prophetic creativity  and  resilience.  
 
  · Reclaim those practices enlarge enrich  your life.  God has gifted each of us
with unique perspectives and experiences and, at our very best, we know what
we need to do to enlarge our capacity to  serve with energy, intelligence,
imagination, and love.  Be  unapologetic about  the practices which draw you
near to Jesus. And be relentless in pursuing them.  Unity in Jesus -- not
uniformity of practice  -- is our prayer.
 
 · Reboot. In other words, use our national and global landscape as an
opportunity be revived,  to sort through your learnings with tenderness and
intention. When have you been at your very best?  When has your
congregation or campus ministry been  at its very best?  When has our nation --
and world -- been at its best?  Rather than focusing on when we have been at
our worst, pay attention to what needs to shift among us and within us  in order
to express our most cherished values.  
 
May we trust that  these seeds of change, these reformation  plantings, will
take root in us and bear much fruit. 
 

“Very truly, I tell you, unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it
remains just a single grain, but if it dies, it bears much fruit.” (John 12:24)  

 



Every issue, we're asking ministers (in

alphabetical  order) to contribute to our new

"Top Five".    No explanations needed.  Just

titles of books,  podcasts, music,  poetry, or 

 paintings to share for our mutual enjoyment!

TOP FIVE :  Books

John Akers, who has served  the West End and

Twin Lakes   congregations for the last 47

years,  is our first  contributor!

 

1)  How the Scots Invented the World  by

Arthur Herman 

2)  The True Believer by Eric Hoffer

3)  People of the Lie by M. Scott Peck 

4)  The Jack Reacher Series by Lee Childs 

5)  The Godfather Series by Mario Puzo 

 

  

Salt and Light 
Fort Gaines, a future site for Mercer Medical School satellite, is currently being

used for COVID testing to assist in  their community health and wellness!
 
 



Elizabeth Cantrell, FRP Office Manager 

How It's Been For Me

I have long recognized that there is an ebb and flow to most important

relationships:   faith, career, marriage, motherhood.   There are times I ride

high on waves of communication, optimism, fulfillment, joy.   There are also

times the wave crashes and leaves me feeling disconnected, pessimistic,

unfulfilled, and blue.

 

Living during a pandemic, I found these highs and lows come faster than

normal.  One day I am productive, confident, grounded, at ease, and the very

next day I may be tired, unorganized, and forgetful.  It’s an enigma, isn’t it? 

 

In the beginning, I fought these swings.  Giving myself pep-talks over my first

cup of morning coffee, listening to Frank Sinatra in the shower, and rallying

my little troops at home into a color coordinated schedule that I printed out

and put on the fridge, I believed if I just kept at it, sooner or later I would

straighten this corkscrew of emotion by sheer will.

 

Friends said all the right things, “Notice your rhythms.   Take deep breaths. 

Do what you have to do and don’t worry about the rest.   Get some exercise. 

Spend some time outside.” I knew they were right, and I was listening.   I just

wasn’t buying it. 

 

Day #53 of quarantine was different.  I can’t pinpoint what changed exactly -

except that my boys finally convinced me to come to the pool with them.



My son Jack, who celebrated his 16th birthday in quarantine, decided within the

first few days of being sequestered at home that he wanted to clean out our in-

ground pool.   Still filled with debris from Hurricane Michael, my husband Jamie

and I had discussed filling it in, but Jack persuaded, “Mama, I’ve got to have

another somewhere to go.  My room is only so big, and we don’t know how long

this thing is going to drag out.”  

 

The Money Pit (TMP), as my husband and I like to call it, was added in the late

80’s.   It’s a good, old-fashioned, 10’ deep gunite pool with square blue tiles

around the top and a springy diving board.   TMP eats chlorine tablets like they

were PEZ candies, leaks from an invisible crack we cannot find, and depending

on our south Georgia weather, sometimes feels like we are swimming in soup.

 

But on Day #53, the water was cold and crystal clear, reflecting beautiful spring

sunshine and holding squealing, swimming, happy boys.   With very little

enthusiasm, I put on my bathing suit from last year, (It fit!) lathered up with

sunblock, dusted off my floppy sun hat, and headed poolside with a dog-eared

copy of South and West: A Notebook by Joan Didion, a book I’ve been trying to

re-read since quarantine started but couldn’t get past page two.

 

I eased myself into the deep-brown woven lounge chair and propped up the back

so I could watch the boys.  The sun was warm and there was a pleasant breeze. 

Every now and then, the boy’s wet and abrupt splashes in and out would startle

me, but I didn't fuss.  Mostly, I lazed in the sun, like a rich lady’s cat, and just like

that the crashing waves of anxiety, helplessness, and frustration dissipated.  Just

like that.

 

I’m not foolish enough to believe the tide won't turn, but until it does, I turn off

my computer at 5:00pm or so, put on my bathing suit and floppy hat, and head

outside to feel the warmth of the sun, the unexpected cool of a splash, and listen

to boys laugh over  chlorinated water. 



Congregations in
Focus: Donalsonville
Elizabeth Cantrell, FRP Office Manager
 
 

  

 

Warmly greeted by church secretary Terri

LeGrone for a tour, it’s clear the building is much

bigger than it looks from the outside.

 

Long, many-doored hallways sprout spacious

Sunday School rooms, storage rooms, a choir

room.  As I wind my way to the sanctuary through

the old social hall, history is on display as the

once outer-wall of the church boasts a stained

glass window, now only visible from inside the

building. Along one wall of the room, displayed in

an enclosed case, small brass plaques identify the

portraits of former ministers and elders: Collins,

Register, Spooner, Fain, Youmans, Grantham.  

 

Most sanctuaries are quiet on weekdays; this one

was no exception.  With red carpeting, brass light

fixtures, and colorful stained glass windows, it’s

easy to feel the holiness of the space. 

 

 

Driving through the south Georgia

countryside, where cornfields, cow pastures,

and sleepy hayfields populate both sides of the

road, a traveler can be lulled into a kind of

quiet meditation. Heading into Donalsonville,

this meditation is rather abruptly interrupted

at the busy intersection of Hwy 91 South and

Hwy 84 West.  And that’s where you find First

Presbyterian Church of Donalsonville.

 

Founded over 122 years ago, the brick church

is painted a very faint grey with white accents. 

It’s proud steeple, with a rich patina, stretches

toward a cloudy south Georgia sky.   With

almost secreted playgrounds and shaded

walkways, surrounded on three sides by clean,

white sidewalks, the church is inviting.  Even a

casual passerby might assume the church has a

fairly large membership. For right across the

street, is the boldly lettered FPC Trinity

Center.  At one time a tv sales/repair shop, it’s

now part of the church campus and used for

youth gatherings, special events, and

sometimes circle meetings, “It’s a more

intimate space,” explains Debbie Clarke.

Several years ago, we started "The Blaze" newsletter
as a way for  congregations to learn about their sister 
churches. Jean Clemmons of All Saints served as a
marvelous compiler, writer and editor of these initial
editions, which eventually ended when we landed at the
letter D.   During this pandemic time, we've decided
that now, more than ever, is a time to share stories
and stay connected, so we're picking up where we left
off!



 longing for, “getting back to normal -
whatever that is going to be.”
 

In between bites of chicken sandwiches on

croissant (my favorite,) and a creamy, white

pie topped with blueberries burgeoning with

the sweet promise of  summer, the ladies  talk

of possible Bible studies and organizing an

upcoming baby shower.   They fall back into

familiar roles and rhythms after being apart

for so long.   Working methodically through

the meeting, I can't help but smile when Mrs.

Gloria Fain asks volunteers for the baby

shower, “Who wants to bring the nuts?”  A

familiar question to most members of a ladies'

circle.  I feel right at home.  

 

When I ask about a favorite mission, all say

without hesitation, “Threads of Love.” 

Moments before, on my church tour, I’d seen a

room set up with a handful of sewing

machines, bolts of fabric, and carefully

organized sewing materials.   It is there that

Threads of Love, a tight-knit group of 8-10

women, meet twice a week to hand-sew

shorts and pillowcase dresses (packaged with

a store bought t-shirt and pair of flip-flops) for

Ugandan missions and Operation Christmas

Child.   They also pre-cut fabric for no-sew,

“tied” blankets distributed to new mothers,

local shut-ins, and area nursing homes.  Lately

though, Threads of Love is sewing face masks

for use during the pandemic.   Only one of at

least a dozen mission and outreach programs

sponsored and supported by FPC

Donalsonville, Threads of Love also has a

greeting card ministry and a book swap.

 

 

But it's the caramel colored wooden beams

that support the ceiling that immediately catch

the eye. Big, broad and sturdy, they are heavy

but not oppressive, simultaneously evoking

solemnity and praise.

 

I thought I’d sit and listen to the spirit of the

place for a while, but an invitation to lunch with

The Martha Circle beckoned.  

 

On this, their first meeting since the church

suspended services due to the COVID-19

pandemic, The Martha Circle is a group of

sixteen, but only five members were present. 

Although it is a grey, drizzly day, the ladies

believe it is the lingering fear of the unknown

that continues to keep some away.   Even
though these gathered faithful are  joyful,
there is an undercurrent of trepidation and a 



These women are not used to sitting idle. 

They are doers, movers, and planners, eager

for the work of the church to resume.  “These

women - this group - mean a lot,” adds Mrs.

Fain.

 

You don’t talk to folks from Donalsonville

long before Hurricane Michael is mentioned.

While I anticipated hearing stories of

personal devastation,   Rev. Raymond

Guterman, currently serving as Interim

Minister, tells only stories of how the church

organized quickly, providing boots-on-the-

ground in the community.   Not only did

congregants help in clean-up efforts, but the

Trinity Center became a home away from

home for many out-of-town volunteers.  With

donations and eager hands, FPC

Donalsonville was able to provide hot meals,

rare in any storm ravaged community, for two

weeks for anyone who needed them.   

 

Rev. Guterman explains, “As a son of the

church, I'm a bit prejudiced. Yet, I'm very

proud of the church's willingness over the

decades to love Jesus and our neighbors,

hopefully ever expanding the definition of

neighbor, always ready to step up to the plate

and do what needs to be done.”

 

When I asked Mrs. LeGrone the most

important thing I needed to know about the

church, she said, “I have never been a part of
a group of people more generous and
considerate than the people at this church. 
They love each other, but they also love the
people of this community, and it’s
obvious.”    

 

And so it is.

Each congregation interviewed for SPARKS is

asked the same five questions. This a

compilation of FPC Donalsonville’s answers.  

Five Questions: 
Donalsonville 

 1. How do early stories of the beginning of

the church speak of God’s presence, Jesus’

love, and the power of the Holy Spirit?

 

"Our church in the early days was a small

group of dedicated folks who welcomed,

supported, and loved the people of the

community.   They showed God's love to

newcomers.   The Holy Spirit has enabled

that early church to become a presence in

Donalsonville and in faraway places. 

Recently a person in the community

described First Presbyterian as the church

'that helps everybody'."  - Dot Nickoley  

 

"In the mid-1960's, the boards of some

local churches decided that no African-

Americans would be allowed in their

churches; and that if need be, ushers

would be at the doors to turn people away

if any came. The Session of our church

voted to let anyone who wanted to

worship so do so, without any question as

to their motive.  A friend of mine at school

remarked to me, "I heard that your church

wants to let anyone in." My reply was:

"Why would we do anything else?" -  Rev.

Raymond Guterman

 



2.  Describe your congregation in verbs.   It may help to think in a sentence:   

  We:   work, pray, welcome, accomplish, act, embrace, participate.

 

3.  What memories do you have about this congregation at its very best? 

 

“Donalsonville FPC has been at its best as a congregation during the most stressful and

challenging times. We drew closer together with the untimely deaths of Pastor Roy

Lewis and Pastor Lattie Collins as well as during the 2018 Hurricane Michael disaster.” -

Martha Register 

 

“A personal memory for me was the group of young people that are still friends today,

and the days when we had Pioneer and PYF camps when we had large groups from all

over the Presbytery attending.” - Dot Nickoley  

 

“I loved when we would take the youth down to Shipwreck Island in Panama City for the

day.  We had such a good time together.” - Dottie Chandler

 

"I have great memories of Vacation Bible School, Christmas and Easter cantatas, and

our Candlelight Christmas services." - Libby Register

 

4.  What three church supper dishes could you not sup/live without?

 

Every person interviewed determined church supper couldn't go on without Mrs. Mary

Youmans' strawberry-pretzel salad (recipe featured in this edition of SPARKS!)  A close

second was Dottie Chandler’s veg-all casserole with buttered Ritz cracker topping,

which never has any leftovers.  The dessert table would be awfully drab without sisters

Martha Register and Dot Nickoley’s homemade lemon and chocolate pies.   There is

great nostalgia for Mr. Bud Youmans' round pineapple sandwiches, too.

 

 

 

 

 



5.   As we move forward into this 21st century, what are your biggest hopes and

dreams for the future? 

 

“My hope, dream and prayer for FPC Donalsonville is to continue to be a loving

congregation and  an ever-strengthening place of worship and refuge while reaching out

to serve the needs of the community and the will of God.”  - Martha Register

 

"Continue ministry with all ages; grow our Christian Education program, keep extending

the mission. Welcome the hopes and dreams and visions of our new pastor, as the Lord

calls.” - Rev. Raymond Guterman 

 

“My hope for the future is to have more members to become involved in Presbytery. 

Also I would like to see us become more evangelistic--to let people know who we are

and WHOSE we are, and to welcome them inside.” - Dot Nickoley
 

 

 


